Abstract
Introduction
Today, with the rapid development of Internet, the increase of new applications, the exponential growth of data processing and more tasks of web services, the data flow and the calculation strength of the network, especially the core one, have increased significantly. However, single server would be unable to satisfy growing demand, so cluster system, with good scalability and high performance, has become the primary choice. As homogeneous cluster is one of the main cluster that each of the compute node in it has the same configuration of hardware and software [1] , so it is significant and difficult to study how to assign task reasonably, which means that the tasks should be evenly distributed. Consequently, the load balancing mechanisms emerged, and it became a main target for resource allocation of cluster system.
In recent years, the load balancing technology is developing very fast in automation, intelligence and exactness prospect. More and more known load balancing information and unknown predictive information have been chosen by researchers as the judgment standard of load balancing. Mohammed A M Ibrahim, et al., [2] proposes the dynamic load balancing algorithm based on round robin scheduling, so that all nodes in the cluster can be equally selected in a reasonable order, which can solve the problem of the parallel search tree well. However, since this algorithm do not take the current moment load of the nodes into consideration, the judgment of the dynamic load balancing is not precise enough. Dai Y, et al [3] applied the idea of fuzzy control and heuristic strategy from the traditional control theory to the load balancing, and proposes a fuzzy control-based heuristic algorithm for load balancing in workflow engine, which offers a new idea for solving the problem of load balance. Liu Z H, et al., [4] gives a load balancing optimization algorithm based on genetic algorithm. However, this algorithm can only be used in laboratory but unable to meet the complex needs of practical applications. Balasubramaniam M, et al., [5] presents a dynamic load balancing library in heterogeneous cluster, which can't well satisfy the demand of homogeneous cluster. The relationship between the load balancing problems of cluster system and the energy is discussed by Dong J Y, et al., [6] , from aspects of entropy and generalized complexity, they calculate the value of the energy, which could make the cluster system to achieve an equilibrium state, and it makes possibility for solving the problem of load balancing by using the change of entropy.
Therefore, from what present above, this paper proposes a load balancing algorithm based on the variation trend of entropy in homogeneous cluster, and it is used to equally distribute the tasks in homogeneous cluster to reduce the response time and increase the throughput, so that it would improve the performance of cluster system. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the basic concept of load balancing and entropy; Section 3 we introduce the thermodynamic concept of entropy into load balancing algorithm, define the model and then analyze the basic properties of it; In Section 4, we present our algorithm and give a brief introduction to it. Section 5 is about some experiments on this algorithm and others. The last section is the conclusion of the paper and gives lights to our future work.
Basic Concept
Before introducing the algorithm, it is necessary to learn about the basic theory of entropy and load balancing, so as to understand the algorithm better.
Concept of Entropy
The concept of entropy originated in physics, by the German physicist Rudolf Clausius first proposed in 1850 [7] . It is primarily used for representing the evenness degree of any kind of energy distribution in the space, the more uniform energy distribution, the greater the entropy. When the energy of a system achieves a completely uniform distribution, the entropy of the system reaches a maximum. We can describe entropy as follows: (1) where Q denotes the change of system energy and represents the variation of entropy.
Concept of Load Balancing
The load is an abstract concept to indicate how busy the system is and it refers to the subtasks, which assigned to each server node and executed in parallel. The so -called load balancing strategy means to balance the load of each server node by adopting certain policy to make the load essentially equal. It can be understood in two ways: On the one hand, it refers to allocate the large volumes of concurrent access and data traffic to multiple server nodes, and process them separately to reduce the waiting time; On the other hand, it means that a single heavy load calculating task can be shared to multiple server nodes for dealing with in parallel, and then summarizes the results back to the user, improving the treatment capacity of the system [9] . The mathematical model is defined as follows: Definition 1 The so-called load-balancing means giving a set of load , a set of server nodes and a set of current server load , to find a function , which the set of load can be mapped to the set of server nodes , making the load of each server node be essentially equal, that is:
Among this, represents the sum of all the load mapped to this server node .
If use to reflect the time needed for executing task on the server node , so the time needed for executing all the task on the server node is as follows:
Definition 2 If m equals 1, that means there is only one server node, and all the tasks should be executed serially on the server node, so the time needed is the sum of all the time, which can be represented as shown below:
Definition 3 If m is greater than 1, that means there is more than one server node, and the tasks can be shared to multiple server nodes for dealing with in parallel, the time needed is represented as shown below:
Thus, the goal of the load balancing is to solve the mapping to get the minimum of in case of .
Model of the Algorithm
Through the above description of the basic concept, we find that the features of loadbalancing in cluster system have much in common with the relative concepts of thermodynamics system [10] , which means that the entropy can be used to indicate the randomness of material, the more homogeneous the bigger the entropy, while the purpose of load-balancing is the load-distribution uniformity, so we introduce the concept of entropy into the cluster system, and then redefine some concepts of load balancing as follows:
Definition 4 (the concept of entropy) If a homogeneous cluster system has n compute nodes, and at time t, the load of the node K is as well as the relative load factor is , then the system entropy value at time t can be expressed as below: (6) Definition 5 (the goal of load-balancing) The goal of load balancing is always towards the trend of increasing entropy, the greater the entropy, the more homogeneous the load, and when the load of cluster system completely uniform distribution, the entropy value reaches the maximum at the same time. That is, the changing trends of the entropy value determine the load-balancing.
By the above definition, we can conclude that the entropy of homogeneous cluster has the following properties: Property 1 The load balancing is always towards the trend of increasing entropy, that is, the changing trends of the entropy value determine the load-balancing.
As the entropy can be used to indicate the randomness of material, the increasing of the entropy represents material tends to be stable as well as the goal of load-balancing is the average load distribution, so the increase of the entropy can achieve the goal, which means that the changing trends of the entropy value can determine the load-balancing. Property 2 The entropy will reach its maximum if and only if the load is completely balanced, that is, the state of maximum entropy is the state of load most balanced.
By property 1 we know that the load balancing is always toward the trend of increasing entropy, so when the load completely balanced, the entropy reached its maximum.
Property 3 The entropy reaches its maximum, the execution time of the task reaches the minimum.
Property 4 The change of the entropy takes on the rule that increases at first until reaching a maximum after a period of time, and then decreases late.
Through the above definition and properties, we can realize that entropy is a good measure for judging the degree of load balancing. In this paper, a load balancing algorithm based on the variation trend of entropy is proposed, which can make the system load balanced in a short period of time towards the trend of entropy increase, making full use of server resources and avoiding the waste caused by the uneven distribution of the load.
Implementation of the Algorithm
In order to achieve the goal of load balance in cluster system, the operation can be divided into two stages: the first one is load scheduling, which spreads the load equally across all servers in the cluster, so that it can make the system to achieve balance equilibrium; the second one is migration, making partial adjustment after the load distribution on the servers, which means migrating the tasks on the overload server nodes to a lightly one. Therefore, the following four questions should be solved:
1) The collection and processing of load information on server nodes 2) The selection of the scheduling policy 3) The choice of the migration strategy 4) The implementation of migration In this paper, a new load balancing algorithm based on the variation trend of entropy in homogeneous cluster was put forward and solved the above difficult problems. The solution of the four problems are described in detail below, and finally, a complete description of the algorithm is given.
Collection and Processing of Load Information
This paper focus on the variance of entropy. According to the definition of entropy, it is related to the relative load factor, which is the ratio of the load of the nodes to the total load of the system. And the load can not only be calculated by the number of tasks, but also can be measured by the calculation of tasks. However, in the homogenous cluster system, when the calculation of tasks can be measured, it is better to use the total computation of tasks to reflect the load of the server node Si than the number of tasks, so we chose the calculation of tasks as a measure of the load for the server node in this paper. In order to calculate the value of entropy, we need to know the load of each server node, which means that we need to be synchronized, coordinate the nodes status information to the back-end services, and it could cause a lot of traffic and increase the load of the system by using traditional dynamic monitoring, so in this paper, introduced a monitor node to achieve centralized collection of the load information, and then calculated the relative load factor of each server node as well as the entropy of the current system. Finally, the all information we obtained should be feedback to the scheduler for load scheduling. In this way, each server node merely need to transmit the load information to the monitor node for uniformly handing and feedback the information, which ensured the state synchronization between servers and reduced the traffic. Meanwhile, to avoid single point of failure caused by a single monitor node with a hotstandby strategy, which means that it can switch over to the standby monitor node when the main node failure to ensure the system running normally.
Selection of the Scheduling Policy
There are many mature scheduling algorithms, such as, Round-Robin Scheduling Algorithm, Least-Connection Scheduling Algorithm, Weighted Round-Robin Scheduling Algorithm, Destination Hashing Scheduling Algorithm and so on. The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the variation trend of entropy, which means scheduling based on the change of the entropy. After the scheduler obtained relative load factor of each server node and the entropy of system from the monitor node, we need to calculate the changes of the entropy in accordance with the calculation of the scheduled tasks assuming that the tasks have been scheduled to the server node before we do the schedule, and then, selected a server node, which the entropy of it increased with the maximum increment, as the target of the task scheduling machine to complete this schedule. In this way, the entropy of the system is increased with the maximum increment after every scheduling, so that the entropy increased to the maximum when we finished the task scheduling, and according to above Property 2, the load of the system have achieved the equilibrium state at the moment. This scheduling algorithm can make the system to achieve load balancing state in a comparatively short period of time so as to avoid wasting server resources.
Choice of the Migration Strategy
Due to the differences of the task and the time needed to complete the task is different, which means some tasks completed, while some tasks are still performed, it leads to the change of the relative load factor of the server node, which will influence the changes of the entropy. According to Property 4, we know that the entropy will be reduced and the load of the system become unbalanced at this time, and we need to do something to make it back into balance, such as, the migration. However, the migration need to take up system resources and time, and if we do it without rules will do more harm than good, which will not only improve the system load, but will increase the burden on the system. Therefore, the key point we have to focus on is when and how to do the migration. In this paper, we propose a load balancing algorithm based on the variation trend of entropy, so we take the entropy as the judgment condition of whether to do the load migration. For this, we design a threshold value of system entropy as the load migration critical conditions and compare the current system entropy calculated by the monitor node with this threshold value . If is less than , it reflects that the load of system is unbalanced, we need to do the load migration, which means transferring the tasks from high-load nodes to low-load nodes, to balance the load of each server node as well as to increase the entropy value, so as to realize the system load balancing; On the country, if is greater than or equal to , it explains that the load of system is balanced, there is no need to do the migration. It can be seen that the key influence factors for migration is the threshold value of system entropy. If the threshold value is too low, it will reduce the chances of migration, and that will lead to the load unbalanced, meaning the tasks on the high-load nodes can't be processed, while there is no task for the low-load nodes. As a result, there will be a waste of system resources, and even a system crash caused by the too heavy load; otherwise, if the threshold value is too high, the migration will frequently happened, and the migration need to consume the system resources, so that it will degrade system performance.
Implementation of the Migration
The monitor node calculates the relative load factor by obtaining the current load information of each server node, so as to calculate the current entropy value of the system, which will be compared with the threshold value , and then the results may feed back into the scheduler, finally, the scheduler determines whether to do the migration. The migration is also based on the entropy value, to ensure that the entropy of the system would increase after the migration, otherwise, the migration is not executed. This is an NPC [11] problem, which can't find a common formula to solve it, so we do the following conventions:
(1) The tasks are always migrated from high-load nodes to low-load nodes, but not vice versa. It means that the migration is always toward the increasing trend of system entropy value.
(2) The tasks with too small calculating amount are beyond the select scope of the migration because the migration need to take up system resources and time, and the time taken to migration is far beyond the execution time of tasks. If we do the migration, there will be a waste of system resources and time.
Therefore, whether the system do the migration depends on whether the system entropy value increased and the load-balanced situation improved significantly after the migration.
Description of the Algorithm
The main description of this algorithm is listed as follows:
(1) According to the collected information, we can calculate the load and relative load factor of each server node as well as the average relative load factor , , so as to obtain the system's current entropy value . Then, turn to step (2);
(2) To compare the system's current entropy value with the threshold value :
① If the is less then , it means that the system load is unbalanced and need of migration. For the server nodes that their relative load factor of each server node is greater than or equal to the average relative load factor , should be sorted by the relative load factor in descending order to form a server queue , that is the server which needed to do the load migration; for the other server nodes that their relative load factor of each server node is less than the average relative load factor , should be sorted by the relative load factor in ascending order to form a server queue , that is the server where the load migrated to, turn to step (3) to do the migration;
② If the is greater than or equal to , it shows that the system load is balanced and it is unnecessary to do the migration. To see if there is any new task to be scheduled and if there be, turn to step (4); otherwise, return to step (1); (3) To traverse the queue and , taking out the nodes and to migrate the task on node to node , ensuring that the entropy of the system would increase after the migration. For the node , the operation will be finished until the relative losad factor of each server node is less than the average relative load factor , then remove the node from the queue ; For the node , the operation will be finished until the relative load factor of each server node is greater than or equal to the average relative load factor , then remove the node from the queue , and the migration will be finished until any one of the queue is empty, return to step (1); (4) To schedule the new tasks, forming a server queue sorted by the relative load factor in ascending order, scanning this queue and finding out the node , which its entropy increased with the maximum increment after the scheduling. If it exists, then scheduled the task to the node to finish the task scheduling, return to step (1).
Experiments and Results
The test environment is a homogeneous cluster comprised by five servers with the same configuration of 2.4GHz CPU, 8G RAM and Ubuntu 12.04. We did the load scheduling and load balancing on the servers, which were indicated by the letter A, B, C, D and E. Among a large number of experiments, this paper selects the most representative one to explain.
In this experiment, the experiment objects are fifty tasks selected randomly from system, and the environment is the homogeneous cluster formed of five servers. This experiment is divided into two steps: firstly, adopting the traditional algorithm to schedule and load balance, and record the load amount of system's each servers after reaching balanced, and then calculate the corresponding entropy; secondly, do the same task by using the algorithm mentioned in this paper; finally, compare the results of two groups and make an analysis of it.Table1 shows the load of each server after scheduling with the two algorithms, the new algorithm and the traditional one. For the convenience this paper has the calculation of the task instead of the load. By applying to the definition of entropy, which is , the current entropy of system can be calculated, and the entropy with the traditional algorithm is 1.5914, while the entropy with the new algorithm is 1.6010. According to the properties of the entropy, we know that the scheduling with the new algorithm can make the system load more balanced than the one with the traditional algorithm, that is, the new algorithm can make the system load tend to be balanceable faster than the traditional one. Table 2 shows the load of each server after migration with the two algorithms, the new algorithm and the traditional one. The current entropy of system can be calculated, and the entropy with the traditional algorithm is 1.6074, while the entropy with the new algorithm is 1.6087. By comparing with the above data, both algorithms can make the system entropy to increase after migration, which means that the system load distributed more evenly after migration. Moreover, the entropy value with the new algorithm is greater than the one with the traditional algorithm, showing that the new algorithm can make the system load balancing more effective than the traditional one.
Conclusion
By introducing the concept of entropy in thermodynamics into load balancing, this paper proposes a load balancing algorithm based on the variation trend of entropy in homogeneous cluster, gives the theoretical model and the basic properties of system entropy, uses the entropy as a measure for the degree of load balancing, and schedules and migrates in accordance with the entropy change to make the system achieving the goal of load balancing faster and better. Meanwhile, this paper compares the algorithm with other traditional algorithm, showing that the new algorithm is better than the traditional algorithm on the time and degree of system load balancing, which indicates that the new algorithm is workable to a certain extent to balance the load in homogeneous cluster.
However, since the algorithm is conducted on the homogeneous cluster without consideration of the heterogeneous of servers, there still have many problems needed to be solved in practical application environment. Therefore, the next job of this paper should focus on the optimization of this algorithm that enable it to adapt the situation of heterogeneous cluster, as a result , to obtain a load balancing algorithm with wide applicability.
